2004 UVA Football Uniform
August 23, 2008
Note: All of the information regarding the 2004 uniform is based upon a review of photos from that season.
JERSEY – GENERAL INFORMATION
Manufacturer:
Material:
Collar & Sleeves:
Tagging:

Nike
Shoulders, sleeves, and sides non-mesh; remainder of jersey is mesh.
V-neck collar. Sleeves are hemmed with an elastic band.
Size tag (alphabetical) is located on the front of the jersey, in the lower left area.
BLUE JERSEY

WHITE JERSEY

Blue

White

Logos / patches:

Nike “swoosh” logo (white) located on the left upper chest.
“CAVALIERS” (white) is sewn below the apex of the collar. ACC
patch is located on the right upper chest. The patch is blue with a
white border and triangular in shape. An orange football appears in
the center of the patch, with “ACC” (blue) appearing on the football.
All logos and patches are located on the mesh portion of the jersey.

Nike “swoosh” logo (blue) located on the left upper chest.
“CAVALIERS” (blue) is sewn below the apex of the collar. ACC
patch is located on the right upper chest. The patch is blue with a
white border and triangular in shape. An orange football appears in
the center of the patch, with “ACC” (blue) appearing on the football.
All logos and patches are located on the mesh portion of the jersey.

Sleeves:

“V” logo (orange, bordered in white), with crossed sabers (orange)
directly beneath. All appear to be sewn on.

“V” logo (orange, bordered in blue), with crossed sabers (orange)
directly beneath. All appear to be sewn on.

Player number (white) located on both shoulders

Player number (blue) located on both shoulders

Number:

Numbers on the front and back of the jersey are white and appear to
be sewn on.

Numbers on the front and back of the jersey are blue and appear to be
sewn on.

Name on back:

Player's last name (orange) appears on the back of the jersey. Names
appear to be sewn on.

Player's last name (orange, bordered in blue) appears on the back of
the jersey. Names appear to be sewn on.

Collar:

Shoulders:

2004 UVA Football Uniform
August 23, 2008
PANTS
Manufacturer:
Tagging:
Miscellaneous:

Nike
Need information
Pants have a belt and lace up the front.
BLUE PANTS
Virginia did not wear blue pants in 2004.

WHITE PANTS
Nike “swoosh” logo (black?) located on the right front.

Stripes:

N/A

Three stripes run down the outside of each leg. A wide stripe (orange)
appears between two narrower stripes (blue).

Socks:

N/A

Lower half is white, upper half is blue.

Shell color:

Blue

Logos / Patches:

HELMET

Logo:
Stripes:
Facemask:
Miscellaneous:

“V” logo (white, bordered in orange), with crossed sabres (orange) directly beneath. Logo appears on both sides of helmet.
Two orange stripes run down the center of the helmet.
Black
“HOOS” (blue, bordered in orange) appears on white plate on the front of the helmet, above the facemask. Player numbers (white) appear on
the back of the helmet. An American flag is located to the left of the number. A rectangular “Warning” sticker appears to the right of the
number. “VIRGINIA” (blue, bordered in orange) is printed on a white bumper located on the back of the helmet below the player number.
Schutt chinstrap with “VIRGINIA” printed in black.

